
 

 

 

Year 6 News Term 5 

News 

Welcome back to a new term. This is a 

very important term for year 6. Part of 

our pedagogical approach is to practice 

what we have learnt. Therefore we will 

be practising all the skills and test 

techniques taught and learnt this year to 

embed the children's learning and 

understanding ... Practice makes 

permanent. We will be revisiting aspects 

of the reading and Maths curriculum to 

further improve existing skills and 

address gaps which have occurred. 

Spelling 

Spelling forms part of the Grammar SAT 

paper. It is important to be able to spell 

to support Grammar and it’s integral to 

meeting the standards in the children’s 

independent writing.  

The children have been given strategies 

to improve their spelling and they should 

regularly practice with ten words either 

from the year 5/6 word lists given to 

them or words selected from a 

dictionary. Your support to read the 

words to your child would be helpful. 

          Writing  

We will be doing close and controlled 

reading from Great Expectations by 

Dickens and Animal Farm. We will be 

exploring characters and the language 

features used by Dickens. This will form 

the basis for extended writing as part of 

the children’s portfolio. for moderation 

at the end of the year.   

Literacy 

This term we will be continuing with our 

policy on focusing on controlled and 

closed reading skills. The children will 

continue to learn how to read fluently with 

expression and how to interpret texts, to 

enable them to use skills of both fact 

retrieval and inference effectively and 

efficiently to gain a comprehensive 

meaning. 

The reading paper is challenging and the 

children have been shown how to revise 

previous papers and use the provided 

answers to link to the reading text. It is 

very important that your child practices at 

least one of these a week at home.  In 

order to improve vocabulary and 

grammar your child needs to read a range 

of texts/books regularly. 

Maths  

Your child needs to continue to practice 

their Arithmetic number skills at home. 

They have many previous tests to look at in 

their folders which also involve reasoning. 

We will continue to use quizzes and short 

sharp quick tests every morning to ensure 

that their number skills remain at a high 

standard. Our main focus this term will be 

to practice reasoning questions which 

require the children to read a written 

question in maths and decide which 

calculations to use, this can often be more 

than one calculation per question.  

The children need to continue to use the 

supporting practice book they have been 

given in conjunction with revision.  

practice questions.  
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Homework 

It is essential that your child uses all 

revision guidance and strategies 

provided to them  for homework this 

term. 

The children have been given strategies 

to apply in all aspects of reading, 

spelling, grammar and mathematics to 

support revision in these key subject 

areas. 

In addition the children have many past 

papers which we have worked through 

using the strategies given to revise from. 

Regular practice at home on aspects 

taught and revised during the week is 

recommended.   

Suggested activities for 

home 

Please help your child with spelling. 

When your child reads their words back 

to you they should read them back using 

the strategies they have used and been 

given such as short vowel, long vowel 

suffixes, prefixes and spelling rules 

learnt.  

Children should continue to read every 

night. As year 6 is an important year 

your child will also be given a set of 

comprehensive revision material with 

teaching examples, advice and tips for 

learning. These materials should be 

regularly used to revise and used as a 

support tool for any other homework 

provided.  

PE 

 This will be on Friday. Please ensure your 

child has their PE Kit in school at all times 

as it is a compulsory requirement. Should 

your child not have PE kit they will be still 

be required to participate by listening to 

the instruction to understand and grasp 

the skills being taught. 

Web Links 

These useful websites should be used 

regularly throughout the year to support 

your children’s learning 

The children have been shown these 

websites and how to navigate through 

them to maximise their learning 

http://www.satspapers.org.uk/ all previous 

SAT papers with mark schemes 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks2/   Key 

Stage Two revision activities. 

http://www.primaryresources.co.uk/ 

Extensive range of activities, including 

games, power points, grammar. spelling 

English and Maths. 

http://www.math-exercises-for-kids.com/ 

range of arithmetic skill practice from 

easy to harder questions 

http://primarygamesarena.com/years/Key-

Stage-2 Exciting range of games to 

support learning (Please keep to the 

games that support reading, maths and 

English) 

 


